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1:1 [Now these] [are the words] that were spoken by Moses [to all of Israel], across the Jordan

[in the wilderness], [in the Aravah] opposite Suph, [between Paran] [and Tophel], Levan and Chatzeroth  and Di Zahav,

2 a journey of eleven days from Horeb, [by way of] Mount Seir to Kadesh Barnea.

3 And it was in the fortieth year, in the twelfth month , on the first of the month,

[that spoke] Moses to the children of Israel [regarding everything] that [had been commanded] [by YHWH] [to him], [concerning them].

4 [This was after] [he had struck down] first Sichon king of the Amorites, who had dwelt in Cheshbon, 

[and second of all] Og king of Bashan, who had dwelt in Ashtaroth , in Edre’i.

5 Across the Jordan , in the land of Moab, [was where began] Moses [to expound] the Torah—this teaching , by saying,

6 YHWH [Eloheinu our God], spoke to us at Horeb and said, “Long enough you have stayed  at this mountain before you.

7 [Turn yourselves around]  [and set out]—[making your way], and come to the highlands [of the Amorites] [and all of their neighbors], 

[in the plains] [and in the highlands], in the lowlands and in the Negev , and the shore of the sea, 

the land of the Canaanites and the Lebanon, up to the Great River —the River Euphrates.

8 [You must keep in view], that I have put before you : the land. [So come], take hold of the land: 

the land [that was promised] [by YHWH] unto your fathers—to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, to give to them [and to their seed] after them.

9 And I spoke [to you] at that time , by saying, “I am not able —I alone— to carry you.

10 YHWH your God has increased your numbers, [and here you are] today like the stars of the heavens for multitude.

11 [And may YHWH], who was [the God of your fathers], [add still more] [unto you]—

to your numbers, a thousand times, [and may God] [bless you], just as He promised you.                            *Chant v. 12 to the Lamentations melody

12* By what means shall I carry by myself  [end aliyah]  your problems and your burdens , and your quarreling? 

13 So choose—[you must provide for yourselves]—men [that you know to be wise] [and understanding], and well-known to your tribes,

[and I shall set them] at your head.”
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1:14 And you [answered me], saying this, “Good is the word you have spoken : [It’s a good thing to do].”

15 [And so I did take] the heads [of your tribes]—men who are wise [and well-known], and I [appointed them] as heads over you, 

rulers of thousands, and [rulers of hundreds], vrulers of fifties, and rulers of tens, and overseers of your tribes.

16 [And I commanded] your judges at that time , [saying this], 

‘[Hear out] [what is between your brothers], [and judge them] with equity, between a man and his brother ,[or a man and his sojourner].

17 Do not distinguish a face [in rendering judgment]: [as to a small person], [so to a big person]—[you must hear him out], 

[and you shall] [have no fear] [before any man];[as for judgment], to God (Elohim) it belongs. 

Any matter which is [too hard] [for you], you shall bring forth to me , [and I will hear it].

18 So I did command you at that time as to all of the things  that you must do.

19 And we journeyed [from Horeb] [and we travelled through] all that wilderness [that was so great]. Fearful it was , that [which you did see] 

[by way] of the highlands of the Amorites, [just as] [it had been commanded] by YHWH our God to us, [and we came] [as far as] Kadesh Barnea.

20 [And I said] to you, “[You have come] to the highlands of the Amorites which YHWH our God  is about to give to us.

21 [And you must keep in view] that given [by YHWH] [Eloheinu your God], [over to you], is the land. [Go up] [and occupy it], 

[just as it was] spoken by YHWH  the God of your fathers [to you]. [end aliyah] [Do not be afraid], [and do not be dismayed].”

22 [And you came forward]—[you came up to me]—[all of you], [and you said this], 

“[You must send] men [ahead of us], [that they may search out for us] the land. 

[Have them bring back] [to us] a report of the way [we should go up into it], and [a report of the cities], such that we will be entering them.”

23 It seemed good in my eyes —this plan (the word), [so I took] [from you] all of twelve men, one man each per tribe.

24 [And they turned] and went up [to the hill country] [where they came]to Wadi Eshkol,  [and they spied it] out.

25 [And they took] in their hands [some of the fruit] of the land, [and brought it down] to us,

[and they brought back] [to us] a report, saying this, “Good [is the land] that YHWH our God  is giving to us.”

26 But you were not willing to go up, [and you rebelled] against the order of YHWH your God.

27 You grumbled in your tents and you said this, “[It is from the hatred] of YHWH [towards us] [that He took us out] from the land of Egypt, 

in order [that we be put] into the hand of the Amorite , [to destroy us].
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1:28 [Where are we going]?   Whither [can we go up]? [Indeed did our brothers] melt our hearts [when they told us this]: 

‘[A people we have found], greater and taller [than we are], [and their cities] are great and walled-up to the heavens. 

Also the children of the giants (Anakim)  we saw there.”

29 [And I said] to you, Do not tremble; have no fear of them.

30 YHWH your God will be going [before you]. It is He [who will do battle] for you 

[in the very same way] that [He in fact did] [on your behalf] in Egypt, [before your eyes].

31 [And in the desert] [just as] [you have seen], where [you were carried] [by YHWH] your God—like there carries a man [his own son]—

[on the road] [by which] you travelled, [until you came] to this place—this far.

32 [Yet in the matter] before us, [you have put] no trust in YHWH your God,

33 Who indeed goes before you [on your way] [in order to] [scout out for you] a place [for you to encamp]—

[going in fire]   [during the night], [to show you] the path for you [to walk upon], [and going in a cloud] by day.

34 When it was heard by YHWH —the sound of your words, in anger He vowed the following:

35 “[There shall not see]—any man from among these men: this generation so evil [you see here],

[the land]—the [good land]—that I swore to give to your fathers.

36 [With the exception] of Caleb [son of Yefuneh]—he [shall see it]. [To him I will give] [that very land] 

of which he has tread on it , [and to his sons], [because indeed], he followed fully  after YHWH.”

37 [Also at me] was incensed YHWH [because of you], when he said, “Also you shall not enter therein.

38 Joshua son of Nun, who stands [before you]—it is he who will enter therein. 

Him you must strengthen [end aliyah] [since it is he] who will allot it to Israel.

39 [It will be your children] of whom you had said, “As spoil [they will become]. [And it will be your sons] 

who [do not know] this day, good or evil: it is they who will enter therein. [It is to them] [I will give it], and they will possess it.

40 [As for you], turn [yourselves around], and head into the desert , by way of the Red Sea.
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1:41 [But you responded]    saying [this to me]: 

“[Surely we have sinned] [against YHWH]. We surely will go up and do battle, just as we were commanded by YHWH our God.” 

[And you put on]—[each man]—his weapons of war, [and you made bold] to go up to the hill country.

42 But then spoke YHWH, [saying to me], “[Tell them] this: [You shall not] go up—you shall not do battle, [since I am not] in your midst, 

so that you not be smitten before your enemies.”

43 I spoke to you , but you [would not listen], and you rebelled [against the word] of YHWH. [You were defiant], and went up to the highlands.

44 And there came out the Amorites—who dwell [in the high country] there—[to meet you], and [they pursued you], 

just as it is done by the bees. [And they did] [strike you down] in Seir, [as far as Chormah]. 

45 You came back and wept before YHWH, [Who would not hearken]—YHWH would not [hear your cry]. God would not give ear to you.

46 You stayed in Kadesh for many days. [How many were the days] that you stayed there!

2:1 [And we turned] and headed into the desert on the way [to the Red Sea], [just as it had been] spoken by YHWH to me, 

[end aliyah]  and we circled around the hills of Seir  for many days.

2 Then spoke YHWH  to me, saying this,

3 “[Enough for you], circling around these hills! Turn yourselves around and head north.

4 [And now as to the people], [command them] as follows: 

‘You [are about to pass] by the borders of your brothers [the sons of Esau], who dwell in Seir. 

Although [they fear you], be watchful—quite cautious.

5 Do not [provoke them], [since you must understand] [that I will not] give you [of their land] [so much as] the tread [of the sole of a foot], 

[since as a possession] to Esau I have given Mount Seir.

6 Food [you will need to buy]: [you may buy it from them] with silver, [so that you may eat]. 

[And also water] [you’ll have to buy] [also from them], with silver, [so that you may drink].

7 [Because indeed] YHWH your God [has blessed you] in all the work of your hands. 

He is aware of your traversing this desert—this big wilderness here, [throughout all the time]   —these [forty years]. 

YHWH your God [has been with you]. You have not lacked a thing.”
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2:8 [And so we passed by], [moving away] [from our brothers] [the sons of Esau], who dwell in Seir, 

from the way of the Aravah, from Elath, and from Etzyon Gever, and we turned [and we passed by] [the way of] the desert of Moab.

9 Then spoke YHWH [saying to me], ‘Do not harass Moab, and do not provoke him to battle, [since you must understand], 

[I will not give] to you of their land as a possession, since [it is to the sons of Lot] that I have given this land Ar , as a possession.

10 The Emim, in former times lived in this place, a people strong [and great in numbers], and tall like the Amakim (giants).

11 [Like the Rephaim] (shades) they were considered, since they [were like the Amakim], however the Moabites called them Emim.

12 [Also in Seir] there dwelt [the people called the Horites] formerly. 

[However the sons] of Esau [drove them out], [wiping them out] [from before them], and they settled [in their place], 

[in the same way] [as was done] [by Israel] to the land of its inhabitants—the land given by YHWH to them.

13 [And so now] [you must rise up] and pass ye over the Wadi Zered. [And we thus crossed] the Wadi Zered.

14 [Now the days in which] [we were on the move]   from Kadesh Barnea until we crossed the Wadi Zered, came to thirty-eight years, 

till there died out the whole generation:  the men of war, from the midst of the camp, [just as it was] sworn by YHWH to them.

15 And [the hand of YHWH] was [upon them], [to smite them], from the midst of the camp, until [they came to an end].

16 And it happened when it was finished—[all of these men], [the men of war] [had died off] from the midst of the people,

17 that spoke YHWH  to me by saying,

18 [You now] are passing [through, this day], the territory of Moab , called Ar.

19 [You will soon draw near] [to the frontier] of the sons of Ammon.[Do not harrass them], and do not [provoke them], 

because [I will truly not give] of the land [of the sons of Ammon] to you as a possession, since to the sons of Lot  I have given it as a possession.

20 As the land of Rephaim it was thought of —[this land], 

[since the Rephaim] [had lived there] [in former times], and the Ammonites call them Zamzumin (“buzz-buzzers”, “speakers of gibberish”).

21 [They are a people] strong [and great in number], and tall like the Amakim, [but they were destroyed]

by YHWH [before the Ammonites], [who dispossessed them] and dwelled in their stead.

22 [Just as] was done by the sons of Esau who dwelt in Seir, 

and who [wiped out] the Horites [from before them] [and dispossessed them], and dwelt in their stead up until this very day.
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2:23 [So too the Avvim] who lived in villages [as far as Gaza]: the Kaftorim [who came out] of Crete [destroyed them] and dwelt in their stead.

24 Rise up [and journey on]   [and cross] the Wadi Arnon. [But you must know], [I have given over]—[I have given into your hand]—

Sichon [king of Cheshbon] [the Amorite], and his land. So begin [to possess it], and provoke him to battle.

25 Today—[on this very day], [I will begin] to put [the fear of you] and [the dread of you] over the peoples [that are under] [the whole heaven],

[so that] [when they hear] [a report of you] they will tremble and shudder [before you].

26 [And I sent] messengers from the Desert of Kademoth to Sichon king of Cheshbon—words of peace , saying,

27 “Let me pass [through your land: on the road—the main highway —I will go, not turning off  to the right or to the left.

28 Food for silver [you will sell me], [that I may eat], [and for water], silver I will give you , [that I may drink]. Only let me pass through on foot.

29 As it was done for me by the sons of Esau who dwell in Seir, and also the Moabites who dwell in Ar, 

[until I will have] crossed the Jordan, [going to the land] that YHWH our God  is giving to us.”

30 But [he did not want]—Sichon king of Cheshbon—[for me to pass] through it, [since he was hardened] by YHWH our God [in his spirit], 

and toughened [in his heart], [in order to give him] [end aliyah] into your hand , as we can see this day.

31 Then said YHWH [to me], “[You must be aware]: [I have begun] [to give over] [to you]

Sichon and his land. So begin [to possess it], [that you may inherit] his land.

32 [And they sallied forth]—Sichon came out to meet us—[he himself] [and all of his people]   to battle, at Yahatz.

33 [And he was given over] by YHWH our God , before us. [And we] [did strike him down] with his sons, and all of his people.

34 We captured [all his cities] at that time, [completely destroying] every town, [with its menfolk], and the women, and the children. 

There did not remain any survivors.

35 Only the beasts did we plunder for ourselves, plus the booty of the city  we captured.

36 [All the way from Aro’er] [which is found] on the bank of the Wadi Arnon, and the town in the wadi [as far as the Gilead]. 

[We did not] find a city that loomed too high for us. [In fact all of them] [were given over] by YHWH our God before us.

37 [It was only] the land of the sons of Ammon that you did not [come near], 

[and places all along] the Wadi Jabbok, and the towns [of the hill country]—all as was commanded  by YHWH our God.
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3:1 We turned and ascended by the way of the Bashan, 

[where marched out] Og, king of the Bashan, to confront us. [He came out] [along with his troops] to do battle at Edre’i.

2 Then said YHWH to me, “[Don’t be afraid] of him, because [into your hand] [I have given him] [over to you], [and all his people] 

and his land. You will do with him the same [as you have done] to Sichon, king of the Amorites, who lived in Cheshbon.”

3 [So He turned over to us]––YHWH our God [gave into our hand]––[in the same way], Og king of Bashan [and all his people], 

[and we struck him down]  till there was not left to him any survivors.

4 We captured all his cities [at that time]. [There did not] remain [a single town] that we did not take [from him]: 

sixty towns––all the region of Argov––the kingdom of Og in Bashan.

5 [All of these] [were in fact towns] [that were well fortified], with walls that were high , [double gates] and a bar, 

[in addition to which] were the towns of the country folk (Perizites), of which there were many.

6 We destroyed them completely, [the same way] [that we did] to Sichon, king of Cheshbon,

wiping out every city, [all the menfolk], and all the women and the children.

7 [But all of the livestock] and the spoil from the towns  we took as plunder for ourselves.

8 [And we took] at that time the land [from the hand] of the two kings of the Amorites 

who dwelt [on the other side] of the Jordan, from the Wadi Arnon  up to Mount Hermon.

9 [The Sidonians] refer to Mount Hermon as Siryon, while the Amorites [call it] Senir.

10 [All of these we took]:  the towns [that were on the plateau], all of Gilead [and the entire Bashan],

[as far as Salkah] and Edre’i; [the cities belonging] to the kingdom of Og in the Bashan.

11 Since [it was only Og], king [of the Bashan], [that in fact remained] of the remnant of Rephaim.

Recall that his bed was a bed made of iron, and is now found in Rabbah, [city of the Ammonites].

[It measures nine] cubits [in its length] and four [cubits it is] in its width, [by “the cubit of a man”] 

12 [And this land], [this very land] that we possessed at [that time], [from Aro’er] on [the Wadi Arnon],

half [of the Gilead highlands] and its cities, [I gave it to] the Reubenites [and to the Gaddites].
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3:13 The rest of Gilead and the Bashan, the kingdom of Og, [I gave it to] the half-tribe of Manasseh.

[This included] the region of Argov, [and all of the Bashan]; that which is known as  the land of the Rephaim. 

14 Ya’ir [son of Manasseh] took the region of Argov as far as the borders of the Geshurites and the Maakhathites. 

[And he called them] after [his own name]: so the Bashan became Chavvath Yair, [end aliyah] [a name still in use] to this very day.

15 To Makhir  I gave the region of Gilead.

16 To the Reubenites and the Gaddites [I gave the region] from Gilead to the Wadi Arnon, the middle of the wadi as the boundary,

as far as the wadi of Jabbok, the border of the sons of Ammon.

17 [Also the Aravah plain], with the Jordan as boundary,

[from the Kinneret] [up to] the Sea of the Aravah, the Sea of Salt (the Dead Sea), [the region below] the slopes of Pisgah going eastward.

18 I commanded you at that time as follows: YHWH, [Eloheichem your God],  has given to you the land––[this land]––to possess it. 

Armed,[you shall cross over] [going before] your brothers of B’nei Yisrael ,[all men of valor].

19 [But it shall be] that your wives, [as well as your children], [and your livestock]––[I do surely know] that cattle in great numbers are yours––

[they can remain] in your cities, the ones I am giving to you––

20 [Until the time is here] [that God gives rest]––YHWH   [gives a haven to your brothers] [as He gave you]. 

When they take possession [of the land]––the land that YHWH,[Eloheichem your God], is giving to them across the Jordan, 

[then shall return] [each man] to his inheritance that I have given to you.

21 Now Joshua I commanded at that time by saying, 

”[Your own eyes] [have indeed seen]  [those things]–– 

all the things that were done by YHWH your God 

to these two kings. [So will do] YHWH [to all of the kingdoms]––

of which you  are crossing through them.

22 You shall not [fear them], because it is YHWH your God 

[end aliyah] Himself Who does battle for you.
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Len Fellman’s English readings with tropes

The purpose of this project is to translate THE SONG OF THE TORAH into English.

I work by comparing as many as ten English translations of a pasuk and creating a cantillated English sentence that sounds as much as
possible like the Hebrew. They follow the Hebrew as closely as possible, word for word and trope by trope. The English language has an amazing
flexibility, making it possible to make the English word order match that of the Hebrew quite well, allowing for some “poetic licence”, and some
willingness on the part of the listener to be “carried” by the melody more than by the English syntax. The translation needs to sound good when
chanted, but not necessarily when spoken or read.

Unlike most translations, these “transtropilations” are not intended to be a substitute for the Hebrew. On the contrary, they are meant to
provide a “window” into the Hebrew text and its musical expression. My ideal listener knows enough Hebrew and has enough interest to follow the
Hebrew in a bilingual text while the leyner is chanting the English version, to bring the Hebrew text to life, both verbally and musically. For this
purpose I use exactly the same tropes in the English as in the Hebrew (almost always on the corresponding English word).

The texts can be used to do consecutive translation, i.e. leyning a phrase in Hebrew, followed by the corresponding phrase sung in English.
Some of my recordings demonstrate this. I do this frequently when leyning for groups that either know little Hebrew, or that don’t have a chumash in
front of them.

I favor literal translations (e.g. “cut a covenant”) to call attention to Hebrew idioms, and towards simpler (even if less accurate) words (e.g. Ex.
12:7 “beam above the door” rather than “lintel”) to be easier to follow. If my readings provoke a discussion of the Hebrew, I consider that as justification
for using less-than-idiomatic English. I try to find just the right balance between “literalness” and “listenable-ness”. A primary goal is throwing light
on the Hebrew syntax.

 In order to adapt the trope symbols to a left-to-right language like English, I reversed the direction of the trope symbols:

mercha tipcha    munach    tevir mapakh or yetiv    kadma or pashta    geresh   gershayim   telisha katana telisha gedola

(Generally speaking the conjunctive tropes such as mercha, munach, mapakh, kadma, and telisha katana “lean toward” the words they “conjoin” to, while the
disjunctive tropes such as tipcha, geresh, gershayim, and telisha gedola “lean away” from the words that follow, so as to create a sense of separation.)

The trope symbol is normally placed under the accented syllable, unless it is a pre-positive accent (telisha gedola, placed at the beginning of the word
or phrase) or a post-positive one (telisha katana or pashta, placed at the end of the word or phrase).

The Hebrew text frequently puts a makkeph (which is like a hyphen) between words in order to treat them as a single word to be chanted.  I
use a different system for English:  If an entire English phrase is to be chanted to a single trope melody, I place it between grey brackets, as in this
phrase from the Book of Lamentations:

[clings to her skirts]

The leyner is invited to fit this phrase to the Eicha “rivi’i” melody in whatever way seems most natural.
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As a variant of the “grey bracket” device, I indicate the following pairs of tropes by “wrapping them around” the phrase which will have the
combined melody:

mercha/tipcha kadma/geresh (or: azla, etc.)  mercha siluk
Renew our days  She weeps bitterly .  a fire-offering to God

Again, the leyner should decide on the most natural way to fit the phrase to the combined trope melody.

 I put words in gray which I consider essential but which don’t strictly match the Hebrew. I also “pad” some phrases with extra words in gray
to fill out a musical phrase nicely. Different trope systems vary widely in the length of the musical phrase used, so the words in gray may or not be
used depending on the leyner’s cantillation system. In particular, the tropes telisha g’dola (  ), legarmeh, metigah-zakef, and pazer vary widely in the
muscial phrases used for chanting. (And please indulge me in my whimsical treatments of shalshelet.)

“Metigah-zakef”is a special trope combination which can be recognized by a kadma and a zakef katon appearing on the same Hebrew word
(again, a makkeph makes two words into one). (There are several examples in Genesis 18 & 19, beginning with 18:16). I indicate this by placing the
corresponding English phrase in grey brackets:

[Take heed––take care for yourself]

In some trope systems (notably cantor Moshe Haschel in “Navigating the Bible II”) this is given a very distinctive melody—for which purpose extra
syllables fill out the musical phrase (as in “take care” in this example).  Haschel’s system also chants the trope munach as legarmeh more often than
other systems do.

I don’t write a single word of translation without first hearing the melody of the phrase in my mind, following one of two trope systems:
The one by Portnoy and Wolff (The Art of Cantillation) or the one by Joshua R. Jacobson (Chanting the Hebrew Bible).

I transcribe the name  as YHWH (in small caps). I almost always chant this as yud-hey-vav-hey, which I have discovered fits marvelously into
several of the trope melodies. But of course the leyner can choose to pronounce it as “God” or “Adonai”.

The English translations I mostly use (besides several scholarly commentaries) are the following:

Aryeh Kaplan, ‘The Living Torah’ (1981) (also my source for proper names & transliterations)
Richard Elliott Friedman, ‘The Bible With Sources Revealed’ (2003)
Everett Fox, ‘The Five Books of Moses’ (1997)
The Stone Edition ‘Tanach’ (1996)
JPS ‘Hebrew-English Tanach’, (2nd Ed. 2000), along with Orlinsky, ‘Notes on the New Translation of the Torah’ (1969)
Robert Alter, ‘The Five Books of Moses’ (2004)
Commentaries in the ‘Anchor Bible’ series
Rotherham, The Emphasized Bible (1902)
The Jerusalem Bible (1966) (also my source for topic headings)
The New King James Bible (1982)
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